TYPES AND EFFECTS OF WATER POLLUTION

When most people think of the types and effects of water pollution, what comes to mind
is usually basic information that's not particularly interesting or beneficial. But there's a
lot more to water pollution than just the basics.

Solar energy is a commonly used renewable resource. There are many ways you can
use the sun to save energy. Solar technology is still behind in efficiency terms. Nuclear
energy poses the challenge of toxic waste. Solar world, for example, allegedly saw its
sales in the first half of 2009 drop 6 percent to 401.6 million from 427.1 million last year,
after witnessing an industry-wide 25 percent decline in prices.

China is home to more than 100 wind-turbine manufacturers and some 400 solar-panel
companies. The country has quickly grown into the world's largest maker of photovoltaic
cells. China's five-year plan that starts in 2011 will include even higher standards and
subsidies to support clean energy development.

Most of this information comes straight from the pros. Careful reading to the end
virtually guarantees that you'll know what they know about the effects and types of
water pollution.

Power figures, at'5HP are a big let down for a vehicle of the Oltre's girth. The Oltre
salvages some pride with 456NM of torque. Powered by solar energy generated by a
see-through polycarbonate root with attached solar photovoltaic cells, it's certainly eye
catching. It'll also have a lithium ion battery for zero carbon emissions, and the built-in
GPS navigator will certainly help you avoid getting lost.

Solar energy systems can be divided into two basic categories - Solar Thermal (water
and sometimes space heating) and Solar Electric (electricity generating). Solar thermal
is simpler, cheaper to install and is widely used in hot climates as a low-tech method of
cutting energy bills. The energy alliance has over twenty years of experience installing
and selling renewable energy products.
We are accredited installers under the Micro generation Certification Scheme and as
such can assure customers of a quality installation with the back-up of a complete
customer after care service. Solar energy's incompatibility with official problem frames;
Part II. Problem frames during the energy crisis;

China is telling their banks to support PV companies with strong loans, both for
domestic and foreign. So the real irony is that I am going to China not just to find
products, but to find financing (preliminarily offered) to install those products in the US.
China plans to spend about $200 billion on renewable energy over the next 15 years,
including solar energy and wind power, as well as biomass.

Its solar-power ambitions could be limited, however, because of a shortage of
polysilicon, the raw material used to make solar cells.

So now you know a little bit about the types and effects of water pollution. Even if you
don't know everything, you've done something worthwhile: you've expanded your
knowledge.
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